I believe that fit between supervisor and supervisee is just as important as it is between
client and therapist.
Here are some ideas of what I’m looking for in an intern, as well as some specifics
about what I offer in supervision.
You may be a competitive candidate for placement at Counseling South Austin if…
+ you are motivated and willing to do what it takes to grow a practice
+ you are introspective and open to feedback
+ you have a positive attitude
+ you attend your own therapy
+ you have the time, energy, and money to build a practice
+ you have flexibility in your schedule and willingness to see least 8-10 private clients a
week
+ you want to begin your own private practice once you finish internship
+ you are willing and able to attend trainings during internship to further develop your
skills and marketability (EMDR training is a special plus, as I will be able to direct more
referrals your way)
+ you want to work with individual adults
+ you already have a well-developed idea of the kind of client you’d like to work with
+ you are already teaching yourself about the ins & outs of building a practice
I don’t expect anyone to meet all of these criteria! But, the more items here that
describe you, the better a fit we’re likely to be.
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There are a lot of supervisors in the Austin area, and each one has a different style of
supervision. Here are some of the highlights of what I offer in supervision, to help you
decide if I’m offering what you’re looking for.
Benefits to partnering with me for supervision during your internship:
+ you can see clients as a part of my practice, retaining a high percentage (80% and up)
of the fee you collect
+ you can office share in an upscale, comfortable practice
+ you will know how you’re doing by participating in regular, collaborative evaluations
every six months that update you on your progress and areas for growth
+ you have opportunities to evaluate me and tell me how I’m doing as your supervisor
+ you receive verbal and written feedback on your paperwork and charts
+ you receive verbal and written feedback on audiotape of your sessions
+ you have time each month to review your goals and develop your practice-building
skills
+ you will have practical help with the nuts and bolts of responsibly developing a
caseload, from developing forms to conducting intake sessions and termination
paperwork to performing outreach in the community
+ you will have exposure to prospective clients on two websites that I host
+ you will be working with a supervisor who is genuinely interested in your progress and
development as a professional
You’ll have lots of opportunities for growth in this practice.
I require a lot more than many supervisors and my interns work very hard. They
also have an abundance of clients, set their own fees, and are earning plenty of direct
hours towards their internship totals.
If after reviewing these lists you think we’d make a good fit, check the website to confirm
that I’m taking on supervisees. If I am, send me an email with a thoughtful cover letter,
resume, and three references and we can set up an interview.
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